UCCA is proud to announce that we earned a Platinum Seal again for 2024!

Candid.

UCCA has earned a 2024 Platinum Seal of Transparency, the highest award from the charity rating organization Candid. Formerly known as Guidestar, Candid is the world's largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. Out of all non-profits registered in the United States, only roughly 6% receive the Platinum level of transparency.
UCCA Secures another large in-kind contribution

UCCA is pleased to announce that we were once again tapped by FieldSheer to receive a large donation of heated socks and gloves. This is the fourth donation UCCA has received from this company. Thank you FieldSheer for your support of Ukraine and your trust in UCCA!
Helping Ukraine See:

UCCA continues delivering vital drones to the frontlines. Two FPV drones were delivered to this unit...
...and 10 more to this unit.
Medical Update:

After intense bombings on May 10th, and the arrival of dozens of injured soldiers from the frontline, UCCA’s in-country partner “AICM-Ukraine” delivered 7 pallets of medicines, consumables and tools to the central hospital of Mirhorod, many of which were donated by UCCA.
Before the bulk of U.S. aid arrives in Ukraine, another front in the war has opened, as Russia began mercilessly attacking Ukraine’s northeastern Kharkiv region.

The support from our hromada and friends of Ukraine is needed now more than ever!

Please help UCCA continue delivering the vital non-lethal assistance Ukraine’s freedom fighters need.
#SupportUkraine

**UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support!**

We pride ourselves that UCCA aid quickly reaches those in need – nothing is held up in storage and no middlemen – we only work with our trusted and vetted partners.

**Always remember, 100% of our contribution is donated directly to assist Ukraine – no monies are used for overhead or administrative costs.**